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ABSTRACT 
 
 Cellular therapy is the transplantation of live cells or a cell population in a patient 
for the treatment of complex diseases. The success of cellular therapy will rely heavily 
on delivering the cells to their targeted organs or areas of interest. Magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) has the ability to noninvasively track the transplanted cells to ensure they 
are in the desired destination.  Unlike other MRI contrast agents, fluorine-19 has the 
ability to provide unambiguous cell tracking for two reasons: Fluorinated agents are 
more readily inert and will not be metabolized quickly so their movement progression 
can be monitored Additionally, 19F has a limited background MR signal so resulting 
images will yield positively labeled cells, thus providing successful cell tracking and 
quantification of cells. 
 The primary objective of this work was to enable the study of 19F MRI on the 
Siemens MAGNETOM Verio scanner located at the Texas A&M Institute for Preclinical 
Studies (TIPS) facility at Texas A&M by making the necessary scanner modifications 
and pulse sequence adaptions. A 19F/1H dual tuned surface coil was purchased from 
RAPID Biomedical and was used throughout this work. Additionally, pulse sequence 
modifications to a spin echo sequence and a spoiled gradient echo (called fast low angle 
shot or FLASH) were made to enable scanning at the fluorine-19 resonant frequency.   
 A series of experiments were performed with the goal of finding the optimal 
parameters for each sequence. It was found that the spin density, as compared with the 
T1 and T2 weighted images, resulted in the highest SNR for the spin echo sequence. The 
  iii 
FLASH sequence with a small flip angle, low TE, and high TR provided the larger 
signal for the fluorine-19 images. Additionally, a large voxel size for both sequences 
provided a detectable and quantifiable signal for this type of functional imaging.  
 T cells were labeled with 19F and imaged to determine sensitivity and labeling 
efficiency. The goal of this ex vivo study was to obtain a reliable and quantifiable signal 
and image to be the basis for future in vivo studies.  With the completion of this project, 
Texas A&M Institute for Preclinical Studies will be equipped with the software and 
knowledge to perform multinuclear MR imaging, specifically of 19F.   
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NOMENCLATURE 
 
ADC Analog to Digital Converter  
CNR Contrast to Noise Ratio 
FID Free Induction Decay 
FLASH Fast Low Angle Shot 
FOV Field of View 
GRE Gradient Recalled Echo 
ICE Image Calculation Environment 
IDEA Integrated Development Environment for Applications 
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MRS Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
NA Number of Averages 
NPE Number of Phase Encoding Steps 
PFCs Perfluorocarbons 
POET Protocol Off-line Editing Tool 
RF Radiofrequency 
ROI Region of interest 
SDE Sequence Development Environment 
SE Spin Echo 
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 
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SPIOs Super-paramagnetic Iron Oxide Particles 
TA Acquisition Time 
TBW Time-Bandwidth Product 
TR Repetition Time 
TE Echo Time 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has the unique ability to provide clear in vivo 
images of body organs that would normally be difficult to see through other modalities. 
MRI emits no ionizing radiation because the energy levels of MRI are on the order of a 
trillion times smaller than that of x-ray and computed tomography, thus, making MRI an 
advantageous imaging modality.  Additionally, this safely allows scans to be applied 
repeatedly in order to monitor and track cell movement. The use of multinuclear imaging 
in MRI has shown great promise in research settings. It allows the ability to target, track, 
and quantify cells infused with specific compounds that exhibit a net spin.  The focus of 
this work is on fluorine-19.  
I.1 Motivation 
For many complex diseases, such as an autoimmune or degenerative disease or 
cancer, cellular therapy is proving to be a potential solution (1-8). Cellular therapy 
involves transplanting live cells or a cell population into a patient in order to treat 
diseases (9). The success of cellular therapy will rely heavily on delivering the cells to 
their targeted organs or areas of interest. The ability to noninvasively track the 
transplanted cells to ensure they are in the desired destination would be a great benefit to 
cellular therapy treatments.  
Methods, other than MRI, have been used to image cells in vivo.  Fluorescence 
and bioluminescence are useful techniques but are limited by their image depth and 
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resolution (10,11). Positron emission tomography (PET) or single-photon computed 
tomography (SPECT) are sensitive modalities but are limited by their spatial resolution 
and involves the use of radioactive materials with a finite half-life (12,13).  
MRI has the ability to image and quantify cells in vivo in real time. With the help 
of contrast agents in MRI, researchers are able visualize the labeled cells from the 
surrounding tissue and monitor their movement. Paul Lauterbur first proved this idea in 
1973 when he found that proton imaging of pure H20 resulted in a different T1 relaxation 
time than that of H20 through manganese (Mn) ions (14). Although Mn is not a 
commonly used MRI contrast agent anymore, other similar T1 contrast agents have been 
used in MRI for cell tracking. Gadolinium and super-paramagnetic iron oxide particles 
(SPIOs) are two examples of current contrast agents that affect the MR signal properties 
of surrounding tissues. Gadolinium must have large amounts of concentration for proper 
detection (15,16). SPIOs suffer from its disability to accurately discriminate between 
labeled cells and image artifacts (17-19). These two types of contrast agents could limit 
the cells’ functional parameters while trying to obtain sufficient uptake. Additionally, 
they suffer from a large proton background signal making cell distinction difficult.  
Fluorine-19 MRI has the ability to provide unambiguous cell tracking (20-23).  
Fluorine has a limited background signal so resulting images will positively yield 
labeled cells, thus providing successful cell tracking and quantification of cells. Because 
19F compounds exhibit their own signal, they can be measured directly. Unlike SPIO, 
fluorinated agents are more readily inert and will not be metabolized quickly so their 
movement progression can be monitored, as well (20-23).  
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Scanner hardware and software modifications are required in order to run a 
sequence at the 19F resonant frequency. This work describes the process of the enabling 
the study of fluorine-19 cell tracking at Texas A&M Institute for Preclinical Studies 
(TIPS) through testing of multinuclear MRI pulse sequences.  
 I.2 Thesis Chapters and Organization 
The main content of this thesis is divided into three specific aims: 
Specific Aim 1: Test a multinuclear spin echo pulse sequence. 
Specific Aim 2: Test a multinuclear fast low angle shot (FLASH) pulse sequence. 
Specific Aim 3: Acquire ex vivo images. 
A general background will be used to describe the physics of MRI in Chapter II, 
followed by the potential use and importance of fluorine-19 in MRI in Chapter III. The 
details and approach of creating the multinuclear compatible spin echo sequence will be 
delivered in Chapter IV. Chapter V will include an in-depth approach to creating 
Siemen’s FLASH multinuclear sequence. Both Chapters IV and V will include an 
explanation on the RF pulses, applicable gradients, resulting echoes, and multinuclear 
conversions. These sequences will be tested on a 3T MRI scanner using different 
concentrations of fluorine-19 phantoms and 19F labeled cells. Finally, in Chapter VII, 
conclusions to this work and the importance of multinuclear will be readdressed, along 
with the goals and plans for potential future work.   
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CHAPTER II  
BACKGROUND 
 
In 1946, Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell independently described the magnetic 
properties of certain nuclei, a physiochemical phenomenon known as nuclear magnetic 
resonance, NMR (24,25). This development furthered and introduced magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy (MRS), a method to study metabolic changes and tissue 
characterization. In 1973, Paul Lauterbur changed the course of imaging when he first 
introduced the idea of using magnetic field gradients and a backprojection technique to 
produce two-dimensional images of the body (14). In 2003, Lauterbur and Peter 
Mansfield, for his work in mathematically analyzing signals and obtaining fast imaging, 
received the Nobel Prize.  With these, and many other contributions, MRI has become a 
powerful diagnostic tool, and as the field of MRI continues to grow, so do the 
opportunities.   
II.1 MRI Physics 
II.1.1 Magnetic Spin 
Any electric charge, whether it is positive or negative, produces a magnetic field. 
Although a proton is not large in size, it spins very fast and, such, is able to produce a 
noticeable magnetic field. When in the vicinity of a large external magnetic field, B0, 
most of the small spinning protons align parallel with the external field (Fig. 1).  
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Figure 1: Polarization of spins. No magnetic field applied shows spins are randomly 
oriented. When located in an external magnetic field, the spins align in the direction 
of the magnetic field resulting in a net magnetization. 
 
 
Protons precess about the axis of the external magnetic field. The Larmor equation, 
ω = γB0      (1) 
shows the direct proportion between the frequency of the precession and the strength of 
the magnetic field, where ω is the Larmor frequency and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The 
gyromagnetic ratio is unique for each nucleus that has a magnetic moment.  
The common MRI orientation considers longitudinal magnetization, Mz, the 
magnetic moment vector in the z direction, while the transverse magnetization, Mxy, is 
the vector component in the x-y plane, the direction perpendicular to the z-axis (Fig. 2). 
  
No Magnetic Field Applied Magnetic Field Applied 
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Figure 2: MRI orientation showing x, y, and z directions from scanner isocenter. 
Mxy refers to the transverse magnetization and Mz refers to the longitudinal 
magnetization, which is in the same direction as the external magnetic field. 
 
 
II.1.2 Excitation and Relaxation 
When an electromagnetic radiofrequency (RF) pulse is applied at the Larmor 
frequency, the proton can absorb that energy and change alignment. This is described by 
the tip angle, α, which is the angle between the tipped magnetization and the 
longitudinal axis. It depends on the strength and duration of the RF pulse. This generates 
a strong, measurable signal. However, this is a high-energy state, and the protons will 
not stay in this unison precession forever. Once this RF pulse is turned off, the absorbed 
RF energy is retransmitted at the resonant frequency and generates an NMR signal called 
a free induction decay, or FID. Quickly, the precessing protons relax and release their 
excess energy. 
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z 
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Mz 
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A process called T1 relaxation occurs when the excited spins in the longitudinal 
magnetization align to the original orientation in line with the magnetic field. 
Simultaneously, there is dephasing in the transverse direction. Because the protons 
precess at individual speeds, the signal degenerates as the protons precess out of phase 
with each other, an event known as T2 or spin-spin relaxation (Fig. 3). The signal loss 
associated with the dephasing of each magnetization is called T2* relaxation.  
 
 
 
Figure 3: Relaxation rates for T1 recovery and T2 decay. 
 
 
II.1.3 Gradients and Image Formation 
In order to create an image, gradient coils are used to resolve spatial position. 
There are three gradients, Gx, Gy, and Gz, generated by separate gradient coils located 
inside the scanner and provide a linear variation in the magnetic field in the longitudinal 
direction: 
 
 
T2 
T1 
Magnetization 
 in z-axis 
Magnetization 
 in xy axis 
Time 
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 B = (B0 + Gxx + Gyy + Gzz) z    (2) 
Each coil has its own inductance, resistance, and amplifier thus making them 
independent of each other. These gradients include the slice select, phase encoding, and 
frequency encoding (or readout) gradients. The slice selection gradient chooses the 
section, or slice, to be imaged. The phase encoding gradient allow for localization of the 
signal by its phase due to a phase shift in the signal. Finally, the frequency encoding 
allows for position to be determined by frequency due to a frequency shift in the signal. 
With the combination of these gradients and their corresponding changes in field 
strength, the resonant frequency also changes thus making the received signal dependent 
on position.  
 The resulting signals containing the raw data matrix are stored in Fourier space, 
or k-space. Once an RF excitation pulse and slice select gradient are applied, the 
sequence begins.  If there is no phase encoding or readout dephasing turned on, then the 
center of k-space will be filled. This will contain the strongest signal because there is no 
dephasing due to phase encoding gradients taking place. The central lines of k-space 
contribute to signal and contrast. The other k-space lines will continue to fill according 
to the polarity of the phase encoding gradient (denoted as GPE in Fig. 4 and Gy in Eq. 3) 
and frequency encoding gradients (denoted as GFE in Fig. 4 and Gx in Eq. 3). The outer 
lines of k-space relate to the resolution of an image. The amplitude of the phase 
encoding gradient will determine how far up and down a line of k-space is filled. 
Similarly, the amplitude of the frequency encoding gradient will determine how far to 
the left and right k-space is filled. For example, a negative phase encoding gradient and a 
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negative dephasing frequency encoding gradient will start to fill the k-space line at the 
bottom left (Fig. 4). Then the second frequency encoding gradient, the positive one, will 
fill the line of k-space going from the left to the right until that row is complete. Typical 
spin echo and gradient echo sequences follow this rectilinear data acquisition method.  
 
 
 
Figure 4: A simple gradient echo with its resulting k-space. The red line at the 
bottom of the phase encoding gradient corresponds to the red line at the bottom of 
k-space. Next, the green line from the phase encoding gradient fills the green line of 
the k-space. 
 
 
 A fundamental topic in MRI is the reconstruction process. It can be shown that 
an MR image is reconstructed as the inverse 2-D Fourier transform. A baseband MR 
signal can be written as: 
S(t) =  ρ x, y!"#$%&  e!  !  !!  !  !!!  !  !!!  ! dxdy    (3) 
 
KPE 
KFE 
 
  
RF 
GFE 
GPE 
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where ρ(x,y) is the image and τ is the time during phase encoding activation. 
Furthermore, because the integral is only over spatial dimensions, k-space can be 
defined as: 
    kx = (-γ Gx t) and ky = (-γ Gy τ)                     (4) 
This reduces the integral to: 
S(kx, ky) = ρ x, y!"#$%& e!!  !!  !  !  !  !!  ! dxdy     (5) 
This equation now resembles the 2-D Fourier integral. To solve for ρ(x,y), an inverse 
Fourier transform is taken: 
ρ(x,y) = FT-1[S(kx, ky)] = S k!, k!!!!"#$% e!  !!  !!  !  !!  ! dkx dky           (6)  
This shows that k-space is the Fourier transform of the image. The equations above were 
derived from (26).   
II.2 Multinuclear MRI 
Hydrogen is the most frequently imaged nucleus in MRI because of its large 
abundance in biological tissues. Typically, this conventional imaging has high SNR due 
to the protons’ high natural and biological abundance and high gyromagnetic ratio. 
Hydrogen has gyromagnetic ratio of 42.58 and is the main nucleus used in MRI because 
it is the simplest atom in the periodic table containing only one proton. Additonally, it 
has a magnetic moment. 
Since some of the first experiments by Paul Lauterbur, MRI has become more 
advanced, thus, leading to the idea of multinuclear imaging. Any nucleus with a net 
nuclear spin, meaning it has an odd atomic number or weight, has the potential to be 
imaged in MRI.  A nucleus exhibits a net nuclear spin if it has an odd atomic number or 
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weight. Therefore other nuclei, not just hydrogen, can be used with the correct 
adjustments in MRI. For example, some common nuclei used for MRI imaging include 
helium-3, lithium-7, carbon-13, fluorine-19, sodium-23, phosphorus-31, and xenon-129. 
While multinuclear is commonly not used in a clinical setting, it has shown great 
promise in a vast number of studies (27-33).  
II.3 Pulse Sequencing 
 MRI has the ability to change the way a tissue is imaged by manipulating the 
generated magnetic fields. The method by which these fields can change is known as a 
pulse sequence. An MRI pulse sequence has a designated number of RF and gradient 
pulses that produce the data to form the image.  
II.3.1 Siemens Pulse Sequence Development 
 Numaris 4, or syngoMR, is the Siemens software used on all MR products. It 
gives users the ability to quickly create and edit pulse sequences using the common C++ 
language. The interface in which to program sequences is called IDEA, or Integrated 
Development Environment for Applications. IDEA consists of two parts: Software 
Development Environment (SDE) and Image Calculation Environment (ICE). SDE is 
the environment that allows user complete freedom to create pulse sequences while ICE 
is involved with data acquisition and image calculation and reconstruction. This research 
will involve SDE, not ICE. 
 The pulse sequence construction is compiled on a stand-alone computer that is a 
Windows XP operating system with Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 installed for the C++ 
programming.  Once the sequence is compiled, a sequence unit test, developed by 
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Siemens, will check to make sure the sequence does not fail any hard limits required on 
the type of scanner selected. Additionally, it will check timing, image orientation, and 
other aspects. Another method to check for sequence errors is in the protocol off-line 
editing tool (POET). POET allows user to interface with the protocol by changing 
different parameters and displaying its resulting graphical pulse sequence. After making 
modifications to a sequence, the unit test and POET must pass successfully before 
transferring the necessary compiled files to the scanner for execution. 
This research focuses on adapting multinuclear capabilities for two different 
pulse sequences: a spin echo and a spoiled gradient echo called a FLASH (which stands 
for Fast Low Angle Shot).  
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CHAPTER III  
FLUORINE-19  
 
MRI using 19F presents opportunities for labeling cells and monitoring cell 
movement.  
III.1 General Properties 
Fluorine-19 is the only stable fluorine isotope. It has a nuclear spin of ½ and a 
high gyromagnetic ratio of 40.05 MHz/T, that is 94% of that of 1H. It exhibits short spin-
spin or T2-relaxation times, thus benefiting from a low background signal. This gives 19F 
the ability to have an exceptionally high contrast-to-noise ratio especially when a 
fluorine agent is used.  This fluorine agent should have a large 19F nuclei density on the 
molecule and a high tissue concentration in the hopes of having a resulting image 
comparable to that of proton images (34).  
III.2 Perfluorocarbons   
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) are the molecule of choice in this study because they 
are able to achieve the desired signal and image results due to their sizable density of 19F 
nuclei. Perfluorocarbons are a class of molecules similar to hydrocarbons except the 
hydrogen atoms are replaced with fluorine atoms. This carbon-fluorine bond is 
considered the strongest single bond in organic chemistry making PFCs a strong and 
stable compound (35). They are highly hydrophobic and somewhat lipophobic giving 
them the ability to affect some cellular responses. PFCs have a low water solubility 
meaning they diffuse slowly and will stay at the target site for an extended period. Due 
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to its low Van der Waals forces, PFCs have low intermolecular adhesion, high vapor 
pressure, and low surface tension. This can be advantageous as it allows the molecules to 
encase and cover a potential tumor, which can help prevent the tumor’s growth.  
PFCs have no known enzymes that can metabolize it, they do not degrade at 
typical lysosomal pH values, and the chemical shift is not altered when injected inside 
cells; therefore, it is a consistent tool to use for in vivo studies.  The 19F MRI detects the 
density of the 19F spins (or nuclei) contained in the PFC droplets. Because this 
concentration is typically low, the signal-to-noise ratio will be lower than the common 
1H images. Fortunately, there is no 19F background, so the generated signal is coming 
directly from the labeled cells.  
III.2.1 Perfluorocarbons in MRI 
The first in vitro 19F images date back to 1977, which introduce the use of 19F 
molecules, such as PFC, as tracers. Around this time, PFCs were studied further on their 
biological properties, one of which was their high oxygen affinity. In 1966, a study 
conducted by Clark and Gollan demonstrated that mice submerged in fluorocarbon 
liquid saturated with oxygen could survive for extended periods of time (36).  This 
showed the value of PFCs as a potential method to increase tissue oxygenation thereby 
making forms of radiation treatment a more sensitive approach. 
In 2008, PFCs were used to label macrophages in the infarcted myocardium of 
mice subjects thus showing that PFCs could be used as a contrast agent for inflammatory 
responses (22). Labeling and tracking of immune cells was furthered observed and 
compared against other methods such as PET and SPECT (20). The MRI images of the 
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labeled cells can be imposed with the anatomical 1H images, therefore, giving MRI a 
clear advantage over other hazardous modalities.  
III.3 Fluorine-19 Coil 
RAPID Biomedical manufactured the 19F/1H flexible surface coil. Typically, 
surface coil allows a higher localized SNR as compared to a volume coil but has a low 
depth penetration (37,38). The higher SNR can be beneficial in multinuclear studies 
because signal acquisition can be difficult. This is a transmit- receive coil and has an 
interface box, which allows the coil to connect to the Siemens Verio through transmit 
and receive ports on the bed (Fig. 5). 
 
 
 
Figure 5: RAPID Biomedical coil set-up showing flex coil inserts into interface box, 
which plugs into sockets 1 and 4 on the MRI scanner bed. 
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It has linear polarization and a fixed resonant frequency for 1H and 19F at 123.2 
MHz and 115.9 MHz, respectively. The coil configuration is made up of a circular 19F 
coil enclosed around a butterfly hydrogen coil (Fig. 6). This means the SNR will be 
greatest at the center of the coil (39,40).  
 
 
 
Figure 6: RAPID Biomedical coil configuration with fluorine-19 coil enclosed 
within a hydrogen coil. 
 
 
III.4 Cell Sense 
 Celsense, Inc. is a company located in Pittsburgh, PA that makes fluorine-19 
products for researchers to test inflammation and cellular therapeutics using MRI.  
III.4.1 Phantoms 
For optimizing scanning parameters, a 19F MRI phantom set developed by 
Celsense was used. This phantom set contains their product, Cell Sense, which is a PFC-
based emulsion designed to label cells and track their migration using 19F magnetic 
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resonance imaging or spectroscopy. The phantoms are a color-coded dilution series in a 
semi-solid medium sealed by epoxy, as shown in Fig. 7. Each vial contains a differing 
amount of fluorine-19.  
 
 
 
Figure 7: Cell Sense 10 mL phantoms in decreasing fluorine-19 strength from top 
to bottom. 
 
 
The largest amount to smallest amount of concentration is: yellow, red, green, 
and then blue. Table 1 shows the concentration strength and the amount of 19F spins/mL. 
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Table 1: Cell sense phantom set 
Color 19F:1H Ratio 19F Concentration 
(spins/mL) 
Yellow 1:5 4.1x1018 
Red 1:15 1.3x1018 
Green 1:45 5.8x1017 
Blue 1:135 2.3x1017 
 
 
III.4.2 Ex vivo Labeling 
In this research, we tested the labeling of dog T cells with a commercially 
available 19F contrast agent developed from Celsense, Inc. This 19F agent, a type of Cell 
Sense called CS-ATM-1000, is a PFC-based emulsion designed to label cells and track 
their migration in animal studies using 19F magnetic resonance imaging or spectroscopy. 
The process of growing the cells and labeling them with CS-ATM-1000 is further 
described in Chapter VI.   
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CHAPTER IV 
MULTINUCLEAR SPIN ECHO 
 
The spin echo (SE) sequence is the most commonly used pulse sequence. The 
spin echo is made up of a slice selective 90° (or excitation) pulse, one or more 180° 
rephrasing pulse, and the resulting signal. The two main variables in a spin echo 
sequence are the repetition time (TR) and the echo time (TE) and changing these values 
will change the contrast weighting of the image. TR represents the time between 
consecutive 90° pulses, and TE represents the time between the midpoint of the 
application of the 90° pulse and the peak of the echo signal (Fig. 8). The TR and TE 
values can be adjusted to give a T1-weighted, proton or spin density, and T2-weighted 
images. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Spin echo sequence showing TE as the time from the middle of the RF 
pulse to the middle of the echo and TR as the time between consecutive RF pulses. 
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The advantages of using SE sequences are resulting images with high SNR and 
minimal susceptibility effects. However, with this come longer scan times and more 
required RF power (41). For instance, the acquisition time (TA) for the SE is given by: 
    TA = TR * NPE * NA      (7) 
where NPE is the number of phase encoding steps and NA is the number of averages.  
The main set up for the SE sequence has two RF pulses, gradient pulses in the x-, 
y-, and z-direction, and an ADC signal detection readout.  
IV.1 Radiofrequency Pulses 
The RF pulses are a time varying amplitude, which excite only a certain band of 
frequencies on either side of the Larmor frequency. The range of the frequencies 
depends on the length of the RF pulse and the slice thickness selected. It is only these 
excited frequencies that will contribute to the signal of the spin echo.  
The first RF pulse, the excitation, has duration of 2048 microseconds; the second 
RF pulse, the refocusing, is twenty percent larger than the excitation pulse with duration 
of 2560 microseconds. Additionally, the ratio of the refocusing pulse and the excitation 
pulse must be approximately greater than 1.2 due to the scanner’s hardware limits. As 
shown, the excitation pulse spectrum (Fig. 9a) was more precise than the refocusing 
pulse (Fig. 9b) due to the high power requirements for the refocusing pulse, roughly four 
times as high. This pulse is made wider than the refocusing pulse in order to still 
envelope the excited slice. 
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Figure 9: RF pulse shape used in Siemens spin echo. a) Normalized absolute part of 
the time domain for the RF excitation pulse. b) Normalized absolute part of the 
time domain for the RF refocusing pulse.  
 
 
IV.2 Gradients 
The gradient fields’ role is to spatially encode information in order to form an 
image in the reconstruction phase. In addition to the main gradients used in a spin echo, 
this sequence incorporates spoiler gradients, which kills the unwanted MR signals that 
a 
b 
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could produce image artifacts. The gradients are all trapezoidal shaped with the 
terminology shown (Fig. 10).  
 
 
 
Figure 10: Trapezoidal gradient showing the ramp up and down times, flat top 
time, and duration. 
 
 
When referring to gradient duration, this time is the ramp up time plus the flat 
top time. Due to scanner qualifications, the gradient timings, including ramp times, must 
be a multiple of 10 microseconds.  
IV.2.1 Slice Select 
 There are three slice select gradients: slice excitation gradient, slice rephrasing 
gradient, and slice refocusing gradient. Each gradient will have the necessary amplitude 
to achieve the requested slice thickness given the bandwidth of the RF pulse. 
Furthermore, the RF pulse will know the appropriate slice thickness and can therefore 
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calculate the gradient amplitude. The advantage of this is if the RF pulse needs to be 
changed, then the sequence will adjust the flat top times and gradient amplitudes, as 
well.  The mathematics of the relationship can be shown below: 
GSS = 
!  !  !!  !"         (8) 
where GSS is the magnitude of the slice select gradient, ST is slice thickness, and Δf is 
the RF pulse bandwidth of frequencies. Therefore, if the slice thickness is decreased, 
then the slice select amplitude will increase for a constant RF bandwidth.  
The amplitude of the slice refocusing gradient is roughly 80% of the slice 
excitation gradient in order to avoid parasitic excitation or “third arm” artifact, where 
spins are excited that are outside the region of interest. The area of the slice rephasing 
gradient will be equal to the area of the slice excitation gradient starting at TE=0 (or the 
middle of the excitation RF pulse) to the end (Fig. 11).  
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Figure 11: Slice select gradient for spin echo sequence. 
 
 
The slice rephasing gradient has negative polarity in order to compensate for the 
phase dispersion leading to signal loss caused by the slice select gradients.  
IV.2.2 Phase Encoding 
 In the phase encoding direction, the two gradients used are the spoiler gradient 
and the table gradient. The table gradient occurs in between the two RF pulses, and the 
spoiler gradient occurs at the end of each TR cycle (Fig. 12). Its purpose is to vary the 
phase of the transverse magnetization.  This table gradient is repeated until all of the 
phase encoding steps has been recorded into k-space. In addition, the duration is kept as 
short as possible (in this case it is less than 4 milliseconds) in order to minimize TR, if 
wanting to acquire T1 weighted images. 
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Figure 12: Phase encoding gradient for spin echo sequence with additional spoiler 
gradient at end of TR cycle. 
 
 
 The role of the spoiler gradient is to dephase the transverse magnetization along 
the direction of the gradient while leaving the longitudinal magnetization preserved. 
Therefore, this gradient is able to kill the unwanted MR signals that would produce 
image artifacts.  
IV.2.3 Readout 
 The frequency encoding direction contains the readout and its accompanying 
dephasing gradient. The purpose of the readout gradient is to spatially encode the tissue 
along the direction of the gradient. For this spin echo sequence, these are the readout 
spoiler gradient, the readout dephasing gradient, and the readout gradient pulse (Fig. 13).  
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Figure 13: Frequency encoding direction for spin echo showing dephasing and 
readout gradient. 
 
 
The refocusing RF pulse separates the dephasing gradient and readout gradient. 
This provides the spin echo with having a shorter minimum TE, which aids in creating a 
T1 weighted image or spin density image. These gradients, also, have a positive polarity 
due to the RF refocusing pulse negating the phase of the dephasing gradient. The readout 
gradient is left on throughout the formation and dissipation of the echo. The dephasing 
gradient prepares the transverse magnetization in order to later create an echo.  
IV.3 ADC Object 
During the time the readout gradient is on, the RF coil receives the spin echo RF 
signal. To do this, the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) detects the small current 
induced in the RF coil by the formation of the spin-echo, samples the analog MRI signal 
and converts it to digital format, as the name ADC suggests.  
The columns, dwell time, and bandwidth define the ADC object. The columns 
are defined by the base resolution defined by the user. The dwell time is the time 
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between successive sampling points and is calculated by the inverse of the Nyquist 
frequency for an image field of view (FOV) or in terms of duration and base resolution: 
Dwell Time = !"!!"#!"#$  !"#$%&'($)     (9) 
This means the dwell time (or the time between sampling points) multiplied by the 
number of columns (or the base resolution of the image) is equal to the ADC object 
duration (Fig. 14).  
 
 
 
Figure 14: ADC showing dwell time is time between each column, or sample. 
 
 
The default bandwidth of the ADC object is 130 Hz/pixel and can be changed in 
the sequence program accordingly. 
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IV.4 Multinuclear Option and Other Parameters 
In order for multinuclear imaging, the scanner and sequence must have the 
capabilities for this. The scanner must be multinuclear compatible, meaning that it is 
able to recognize nuclei other than hydrogen. Additionally, the sequence must be edited 
with the multinuclear option active. It is possible to make one sequence compatible with 
all available nuclei or make one sequence focus primarily on the nuclei of choice. The 
sequence created in this thesis is only applicable to fluorine-19, not the other nuclei. This 
is because 19F has a higher gyromagnetic ratio (only 6% different than that of hydrogen) 
compared to other nuclei so some changes were not applicable here. For nuclei with 
lower gyromagnetic ratio, higher gradient strengths would be needed.  
Another multinuclear addition to be made is adding two libraries to the SE 
makefiles. Makefiles are required files when programming in SDE and contain the 
libraries the C++ code plans to access. Therefore, in order for the C++ code to recognize 
the change of nucleus from 1H to 19F, its makefiles must contain the necessary libraries. 
These libraries contain important information, such as the gyromagnetic ratio, on the 
other nuclei, and are called “MeasNucleiBase” and “MeasNucleiIF”. If these libraries 
are not added, errors will occur when trying to resonant at a frequency other than that of 
hydrogen.  
Additionally, for each new coil made that is not supplied from Siemens, new coil 
and plug files are required. These software files allow the communication between the 
scanner and the coil. The coil used in this research was purchased from RAPID 
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Biomedical (as described in Chapter III); therefore, they supplied the necessary coil and 
plug files. These files were installed in the scanner computer.  
The parameters described below are user controlled in the User Interface design, 
assuming the parameters do not break the scanners hard limits. The number of slices, 
TR, and TE are user controlled, but also dependent on other parameters. A rough 
approximation of this relationship for a simple spin echo is: 
 Maximum number of slices < !"!"    (10) 
Unlike CT, the number of slices does not directly affect the overall scan time in 
MRI. However, if TR is decreased (which decreases scan time), then the number of 
available slices decreases.  
For this sequence, the slice thickness has a minimum and maximum of 2 mm and 
10 mm, respectively. However, as before, these available thresholds can change 
depending on two parameters: changing the slope of the slice selection gradient and 
changing the bandwidth of the RF excitation pulse.  
IV.5 Virtual Simulation 
After successful compilation of the multinuclear pulse sequence C++ code and 
its necessary make files, a unit test was performed to test various parameters and 
sequence timings. The unit test was successful (Fig. 15) and displayed as an HTML file. 
The coil and plug files from RAPID Biomedical were copied to the customer coil file 
section in IDEA.  
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Figure 15: Successful unit test of fluorine-19 spin echo. 
 
 
Then the virtual coils were edited to select for the 19F/1H surface flex coil, as 
shown in Fig. 16.  In order to do this, the coil files provided by RAPID Biomedical were 
examined to verify they had the correct code that allows them to communicate with the 
IDEA interface. If they were lacking this, it would need to be added in order to use this 
coil in the virtual system inside POET, and the coil files would have to be recompiled to 
receive a new CheckSum through the scanner computer. Once it was verified the coils 
contained the necessary information, they were then copied into their appropriate file 
destination made for customer created coil and plug files within IDEA. In the SDE 
command box, code was written to enable this conversion from Siemens created coil and 
plug files to those created by customers. For this particular coil, since it plugs into 
sockets 1 and 4 on the MRI bed, the plug files were activated for those ports. Sockets 1 
and 4 represent transmit and receive ports, respectively. The remaining 8 sockets were 
activated by the MRI’s build in body coil as default. The virtual coils were selected 
inside POET, which aid in testing the multinuclear sequence before using it directly on 
the scanner.  
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Figure 16: Virtual coil file change success. 
 
 
A graphical pulse sequence in POET was obtained to make sure the RF pulse, the 
gradients, and ADC were positioned and calculated correctly (Fig. 17). The parameters 
used for this simulation was 10 slices at 20% distance factor with transversal orientation, 
voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3 with TR of 650 ms and TE of 15 ms. A small TR was 
chosen for simplicity and speed.  
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Figure 17: Virtual simulation of spin echo. 
 
 
The virtual simulation shows two complete rounds of each RF set. As stated 
earlier, the amplitude of the RF pulse depends on factors such as slice thickness and 
gradient amplitude. This is given in units of volts. Each gradient has units of mT/m 
while the ADC is unitless and will either have a value of 0 or 1. It should be noted that 
the spoiler gradients in the phase encoding and readout directions appear to be occurring 
at the beginning of each sequence but are actually occurring at the end of the previous 
TR cycle.  
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IV.6 Cell Sense Phantom Imaging 
To get a basis for signal detection for ex vivo cells and future preclinical studies, 
phantoms containing different 19F concentrations were scanned. The phantoms were 
created by Cell Sense, Inc. and are a fluorocarbon-based emulsion. Different sequence 
parameters were used for comparison of SNR. The goal of this section was to find the 
optimal parameters for 19F MRI when using a spin echo sequence.  
Typically, SNR was defined by the following equation: 
 SNR = !!                                                   (11) 
where the S was the signal intensity in the signal and the σ was the standard deviation of 
signal intensity in the noise (42,43). However, the noise influence on the signal was 
considered for lower signal strength imaging, such as 19F MRI (15). In this case, the 
noise distribution was Rician instead of Gaussian, so additional changes were made. 
This meant the measured signal intensity in the magnitude images (Sm) was not equal to 
S. The mean Sm was written as: 
 Sm = 𝑆! + σ!                                                  (12) 
Solving for S, the equation becomes: 
 S = |𝑆!! + σ!|                                                        (13) 
For these lower SNR images, the new SNR equation was rearranged and written as: 
SNR = 
|!!! !  !!|  !                     (14) 
Here, Sm was considered the signal intensity inside the signal ROI and σ was the 
standard deviation inside the noise ROI.  The SNR derivations which include the Rician 
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noise were derived from (44). For high signal, as may be the case in the stronger 
phantom vial, the equation closely, if not exactly, represented the traditional SNR 
equation in that σ2 may be negated. Additionally, a signal that has a voxel intensity 
magnitude larger than two and a half times the noise was considered significant by 
containing the actual 19F signal.  
IV.6.1 Observing T1-Weighted, Spin Density, and T2-Weighted Images  
The first test was to determine which type of tissue contrast scan resulted in a 
higher signal for 19F. The three common types to be considered were T1-weighted, T2-
weighted, and proton density weighted images. The T1-weighted image eliminated the 
T2 effect by using a short TE value and enhanced the T1 effect by using a short TR 
value. The T2-weighed image used a long TR to reduce the T1 effect and a long TE to 
enhance the T2 effect. For spin density weighting, the T1 and T2 effects were eliminated 
by using a long TR and a short TE, respectively. These values were displayed in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 2: Spin echo sequence combinations for T1-weighted, T2- weighted, and spin 
density images. 
 TR (ms) TE (ms) 
T1- weighted 650 15  
Spin density 2000 15 
T2- weighted 2000 50 
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The strongest concentration phantom (yellow vial) was used for this experiment. 
To get an idea for localization of the vial in the scanner, hydrogen images were first 
taken (Fig. 18a).  Then, with other constant parameters (voxel size 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3 and 
32 averages), the TR and TE values were changed. The T1-weighted image is 
represented in Fig. 18b, the spin density in Fig. 18c, and the T2-weighted image in Fig. 
18d.  
 
 
 
Figure 18: Spin echo sequence to observe fluorine-19. a) hydrogen localizer image. 
b) T1-weighted image for 19F. c) spin density weighted image for 19F. d) T2-
weighted image for 19F.  
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The SNR values were observed in order to quantitatively compare the resulting 
images. The results were shown in Fig. 19. Spin density resulted in the highest SNR, 
with almost double the amount compared to the other two. This scan, however, appeared 
to have some artifacts surrounding the signal ROI. Because the SNR for the T1-weighted 
and T2-weighted image were closely comparable, it can be assumed that there was 
minimal difference between the two. An advantage of the T1-weighted image, however, 
is the largely reduced scan time.  
 
 
 
Figure 19: Resulting SNR comparisons for the different spin echo contrast types. 
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Additionally, with the use of spin density weighted images, it has been shown 
that one can estimate the number of cells with a known labeling efficiency (43).  This 
will be furthered explored in Chapter IV.  
IV.6.2 Quantification 
 Each Cell Sense phantom was imaged using the ideal parameters that implement 
a spin density weighted image with 32 averages, a matrix size of 64x64, and a large 
voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3. The phantoms were imaged individually so placement 
location was consistent and signal loss would not occur if outside the isocenter of the 
coil. After images were acquired, they were analyzed by drawing ROIs around the signal 
for each slice acquired. These values were averaged and plotted to show the relationship 
between the number of spins and intensity of the signal (Fig. 20). 
 
 
 
Figure 20: Spin echo sequence with voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3 displaying the 
number of 19F spins per mL versus the signal intensity for the four different 19F 
concentration vials. 
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A linear fit graph was selected and plotted that resulted in a high coefficient of 
determination value, known as R2, of 0.99685. The data points fit the linear statistical 
model as the R2 value gets closer to one. The linear fit equation for the given parameters 
was: 
Signal Intensity = (1x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 0.1052        (15) 
These calculations showed there was a strong linear relationship between the 
signal intensity and the concentration of 19F. This linear relationship between signal 
intensity and PFC concentration was also proven in previous studies (34,45).  
The same experiment was repeated, except this time with a smaller voxel size of 
3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3 with a matrix size of 128x128 and a smaller TR of 1500 ms. For 
accuracy purposes, these parameters were repeated to match some of the earlier ex vivo 
cell experiments. The results were shown in Fig. 21. 
 
 
 
Figure 21: Spin echo sequence with voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3 displaying the 
number of 19F spins per mL versus the signal intensity for the four different 19F 
concentration vials. 
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As before, a linear plot was fitted to the points with an R2 value of 0.98287. The 
linear fit equation for the given parameters was: 
Signal Intensity = (8x10-18)*(19F spins/mL) + 9.2854           (16) 
Using this equation and the same imaging parameters, the signal intensity or the 
number of 19F spins can be predicted for future studies. These two calculations proved 
there is a strong linear relationship between the signal intensity and the concentration of 
19F. 
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CHAPTER V 
MULTINUCLEAR FLASH 
 
A gradient echo (GRE) is another common, simple pulse sequence but differs 
from SE in that the flip angle for GRE is usually less than 90° and there is no 180° RF 
rephrasing pulse. This sequence used a magnetic field gradient to induce the formation 
of an echo.  
There are different types of gradient echo techniques and the different scanner 
manufacturers have come up with different names for each type of imaging. Since the 
research conducted in this thesis uses a Siemens MRI scanner, the Siemens’ term 
FLASH, which stands for Fast Low Angle Shot, will be used for this type of sequence.  
The FLASH sequence was first introduced by Haase in 1986 and allowed for fast 
acquisition of MR images (46). This type of gradient echo incorporates elimination or 
“spoiling” of the steady state transverse magnetization.  
Spoiling of the residual transverse magnetization leaves only the longitudinal 
component affecting the signal. This technique can be accomplished in three methods. 
The first way is RF spoiling, which adds a phase offset to each RF pulse and a 
corresponding phase shift in slice select vectors. The second method to spoil the steady 
state transverse magnetization is by adding gradient spoilers. Finally, increasing TR can 
be used to achieve spoiling because it allows for adequate dephasing of the spins in the 
transverse plane.  
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The advantages of using FLASH sequences are resulting images with enhanced 
image contrast and fast image acquisition. However, FLASH sequences are susceptible 
to magnetic field inhomogeneities.   
The main set up for this sequence has one RF pulse, gradient pulses in the x-, y-, 
and z-direction, and an ADC signal detection readout.  
V.1 Radiofrequency Pulses 
The RF pulse used in this FLASH sequence is a SINC pulse and is expressed 
mathematically as: 
sinc(t) = !"#  (!)!                                               (17) 
A SINC pulse is a common RF pulse used in MRI because its Fourier transform 
is a simple rectangle. This means the excited tissue will be under the rectangle shape 
where the edges between slices can be as sharp as possible. Additionally, this SINC 
waveform has 128 samples (or points) and is a Hanning filtered pulse. Siemens requires 
the number of samples must divide evenly into the pulse duration. 
The time-bandwidth (TBW) product, which is a unitless value, defines the 
bandwidth of a SINC pulse. This number is given by: 
TBW = T∆f = NL + NR    (18) 
The time-bandwidth product can be found two ways. The first is the product of the 
duration of the SINC pulse and the bandwidth of the pulse in Hertz. For this sequence, 
the pulse has a total duration of 2.56 milliseconds. The maximum allowed duration for 
an RF pulse is 100 milliseconds, and the sequence will not run if the duration exceeds 
this value. The equation below defines the corresponding frequency: 
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∆f  = !!!     (19) 
where t0 represents one-half the width of the central lobe (as shown in Fig. 22). The t0 
value for this symmetric SINC pulse with no negative lobes is half the duration, or 1.28 
milliseconds. This makes ∆f equal to 781.25 Hz. The TBW is then 2.56 milliseconds 
multiplied by 781.25 Hz, which equals 2. It should be noted that the calculations use 
absolute Hz; therefore, the formula is independent of magnetic field strength. The 
second method for solving for the TBW is adding the number of zero crossings in the 
SINC pulse to the left and right of the central peak, NL and NR, as indicated in Eq. 18. 
Because this SINC pulse displayed in the FLASH sequence has no negative lobes, the 
number of zero crossing, NL + NR, equals 2. The equations above were derived from 
(47).  
 
 
 
Figure 22: General SINC pulse showing each lobe is denoted as t0. 
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V.2 Gradients 
The three main gradients are the slice select, phase encoding, and readout. 
Additionally, spoiler gradient are added in the slice select and readout directions. As in 
Chapter IV, the gradients in the FLASH sequence follow the same trapezoidal shape. 
Recall that when referring to gradient duration, this time is the ramp up time plus the flat 
top time. Due to scanner qualifications, the gradient timings, including ramp times, must 
be a multiple of 10 microseconds.  
V.2.1 Slice Select 
 There are three main gradients in the slice select direction: the slice select 
gradient, its accompanying rephasing gradient, and a spoiler gradient. The slice select 
gradient is turned on during the activation of the RF SINC pulse. It converts the 
frequencies of the RF pulse into their corresponding slice locations. Similarly, as 
explained in Chapter IV, the slice select gradient will have the necessary amplitude to 
achieve the requested slice thickness given the bandwidth of the RF pulse. This is an 
automatic process that is retrieved from the RF pulse object and can be shown 
mathematically by: 
GSS = 
!"#∗!"!    !  ∗  !"!"#∗  !"      (20) 
where GSS is the magnitude of the slice select gradient in mT/m , TBW is the time-
bandwidth product, ST is slice thickness in millimeters, RFDUR is the SINC RF duration 
in microseconds, and γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of fluorine-19 in MHz/T. Therefore, if 
the slice thickness is increased, then the slice select amplitude will decrease for a 
constant RF duration.  
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 The slice rephasing gradient has the same set-up as in Chapter IV. This gradient 
has opposite polarity of the slice select gradient. The area of the slice rephasing gradient 
equals the area of the slice excitation gradient starting at TE=0 (or the middle of the 
SINC RF pulse) to the end (Fig. 23). The gradient has the maximum amplitude possible 
with the shortest rise time in order to rephase the excited spins. 
 
 
 
Figure 23: FLASH RF pulse and its slice select gradients. 
 
 
 The spoiler gradient in the slice select direction has an area that is half of the 
slice select gradient. This gradient has the same polarity as the slice select gradient in 
efforts to reduce eddy currents and has constant amplitude in order to reduce the residual 
transverse magnetization (48). 
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V.2.2 Phase Encoding 
 In the phase encoding direction, the two gradients applied are the phase encoding 
table gradient and the phase encoding table rewinder gradient (Fig. 24). The phase 
encoding table implements different phase variations while the area under the 
trapezoidal gradient changes from positive to negative or vice versa.  
 The phase encoding table rewinder gradient is set up exactly like the phase 
encoding table gradient with equal magnitude except with opposite polarity. The polarity 
for the phase encoding table starts off positive, therefore, the polarity for the phase 
encoding rewinder starts off negative.  This gradient is used in addition to the RF 
spoiling and enables transverse coherences, which will aid in the improvement of SNR. 
This rewinder gradient was found to be effective in reducing horizontal band artifacts 
(49).  
 
 
 
Figure 24: FLASH sequence showing RF pulses and the phase encoding table and 
rewinder. 
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V.2.3 Readout 
 The frequency encoding direction contains the readout gradient, the readout 
dephasing gradient, and a spoiler gradient (Fig. 25). In order to form an echo in the 
absence of a 180° pulse, the FID is intentionally dephased and then rephased at TE. The 
readout gradient and readout dephasing gradient accomplish this. The readout dephasing 
gradient dephases the spins in the transverse plane thus eliminating the FID. Then the 
positive readout gradient rephases the spins and creates the FID with stronger signal in a 
readable echo.  
 
 
 
Figure 25: Complete FLASH sequence. 
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The readout gradient has a duration derived from the ADC object, and is equal to 
the readout gradient ramp up time plus the ADC duration. The readout dephasing 
gradient has area equal to the readout gradient up to TE (or half the area of the readout 
gradient assuming symmetric sampling). 
As stated previously, the purpose of the spoiler gradient is to eliminate residual 
transverse magnetization that occurs at the end of a pulse sequence, which could 
potentially cause image artifacts.  This residual transverse magnetization may affect the 
next RF pulse because the TR may be too short to allow for complete dephasing of the 
spins in the transverse plane. The readout gradient and the spoiler gradient overlap in 
time, and their points add together to form the combined amplitude. This amplitude must 
still not exceed the maximum limits.  
V.3 ADC Object 
The ADC object converts the time varying analog signal into a digitized form 
consisting of 0s and 1s that the computer recognizes. Its goal is to sample a signal and 
reconstruct the original signal from just the samples.  
As described in the spin echo section, the columns, dwell time, and bandwidth 
define the ADC object. The columns are defined by the base resolution defined by the 
user. The dwell time is the time between successive sampling points and is calculated by 
the inverse of the Nyquist frequency for an image field of view (FOV). This means ADC 
duration is the base resolution, or number of columns, multiplied by the time in between 
each column, or dwell time.  The bandwidth is the reciprocal of the total sampling time, 
and has a default value of 130 Hz/pixel. Typically, a normal FLASH sequence would 
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have a higher bandwidth (around 390 Hz/pixel). Because this is a multinuclear scan, the 
bandwidth is narrower in hopes of increasing SNR.  
V.4 Multinuclear Option and Other Parameters 
Similar to the set up for multinuclear in SE, the scanner and FLASH sequence 
must have the capabilities for mulitnuclear. The scanner must be multinuclear 
compatible, meaning that it is able to recognize nuclei other than hydrogen. 
Additionally, the multinuclear option must be enabled in the sequence. It is possible to 
make one sequence compatible with all available nuclei or make one sequence focus 
primarily on the nuclei of choice. The sequence created in this thesis is only applicable 
to 19F and 1H, not any other nuclei. This is because 19F has a higher gyromagnetic ratio 
(only 6% different than that of hydrogen) compared to other nuclei so some changes 
were not applicable here. For nuclei with lower gyromagnetic ratio, the gradient strength 
must be increased. An example would be to increase the phase encoding gradient 
durations and ramp times. Another multinuclear addition to be made is adding two 
libraries to the FLASH makefiles. Makefiles are required files when programming in 
SDE and contain the libraries the C++ code plans to use. Therefore, in order for the C++ 
code to recognize the change of nucleus from 1H to 19F, its makefiles must contain the 
necessary libraries. These libraries contain important information, such as the 
gyromagnetic ratio, on the other nuclei. 
Additionally, the coil set up remains the same for the FLASH as it did with the 
SE sequence. This 19F coil was purchased from RAPID Biomedical (as described in 
Chapter III), along with the necessary coil and plug files.  
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The RF spoiling in this sequence is an option that is enabled to activate the 
FLASH sequence. It eliminates the steady-state transverse magnetization. To do this, the 
phase of the transmitter and receiver is incremented by a fixed amount with each TR 
cycle.  This method requires the use a phase encoding rewinder gradient because the 
gradient areas on the x-, y-, and z-axis must be spatially independent (not vary from one 
TR cycle to the next).  
There are three main factors that affect contrast for a FLASH sequence: the flip 
angle, TE, and TR. The flip angle for this sequence needs to be an angle smaller than 90° 
if using a small TR because a small flip angle results in a large amount of longitudinal 
magnetization (Fig. 26).  
 
 
 
Figure 26: Relationship between the flip angle, α, and the transverse and 
longitudinal magnetization. 
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For this study, the flip angle was varied for comparison purposes. If a higher flip 
angle were used, such as a 90° RF pulse, with a small TR then the longitudinal 
magnetization would not have sufficient time to recover. This would cause a substantial 
decrease in the longitudinal magnetization and transverse magnetization, thus resulting 
in lower amplitude of the received signal. This would lower SNR dramatically, which is 
non-ideal and impractical in multinuclear imaging. A small flip angle for a FLASH 
sequence produces a spin density weighted image. The signal intensity (SI) equation for 
FLASH suggested by Weber et al. is shown in Eq. 21 (50) where n is the proton density 
and α is the flip angle.  
 SI = n 𝑒!!"!!∗ !!  !!!"!"    !"#!!!!"#!  !!!"!"                                        (21) 
This shows that for large flip angles and short TR values, the image resembles T1-
weighted scan.  
 The minimum TR required is found by adding half of the slice select gradient 
total time, the TE value in the protocol, half of the ADC duration, and the longer time 
duration between the phase encoding rewinder gradient and the slice select spoiler 
gradient. If this minimum TR is larger than the TR in the protocol then it will be rejected 
and an error message will be displayed. For a short TR, there will not be complete 
transverse magnetization decay before the next RF pulse. As TR is increased, the T1 
weighting of the image is enhanced. However, as TR is increased, the scan time is also 
increased.  
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The minimum TE required is found by adding half the RF pulse duration, the 
ramp up time for the readout gradient, half the ADC duration, and finding the longest 
gradient between the readout dephasing gradient, the phase encoding table gradient, and 
the slice select rephasing gradient. Like with TR, the minimum TE is compared with the 
TE from the protocol and if the minimum TE is larger then an error will occur. TE plays 
a similar role in FLASH sequences as it does in SE sequences. A short TE enhances T1-
weighted or spin density weighted imaging.  
V.5 Virtual Simulation 
 After successful compilation of the multinuclear pulse sequence C++ code and 
its necessary make files, a unit test was performed to test various parameters and 
sequence timings. The unit test was successful (Fig. 27) and displayed as an HTML file. 
The coil and plug files from RAPID Biomedical were copied to the customer coil file 
section in IDEA. Then the virtual coils were edited to select for the 19F/1H surface flex 
coil.  The same method as described in the spin echo chapter was used for enabling the 
customer coil and plug files in POET.  
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Figure 27: Successful unit test for the multinuclear FLASH sequence. 
 
 
A graphical pulse sequence in POET was obtained to make sure the RF pulse, the 
gradients, and ADC were positioned and calculated correctly (Fig. 28).  
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Figure 28: Virtual FLASH sequence shown in POET. 
 
 
The parameters used for this simulation was 10 slices at 20% distance factor with 
transversal orientation, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3 with TR of 10 ms and TE of 5 ms. 
This graph shows the first RF pulse and the beginning of another. The slice select 
gradient is properly lined up with the RF pulse followed by the steep rephasing gradient 
and the spoiler located at the end of the TR cycle. The phase encoding gradient starts off 
negative while the phase encoding rewinder has opposite polarity. Over time these 
gradients will change polarity and the phase encoding gradient will be positive while the 
rewinder will be negative. The readout gradient and its followed spoiler gradient are 
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adding in amplitude for the overlapped sections, as described earlier. The ADC is 
correctly lined up with the readout gradient.   
V.6 Cell Sense Phantom Imaging 
 The same phantoms imaged in the spin echo pulse sequence were imaged in this 
sequence for comparison. The goal of this section was to find the best parameters 
suitable for fluorine-19 MR imaging for future studies.  
 SNR was calculated the same way as in Chapter IV. First, a region of interest 
(ROI) was drawn around the signal containing the 19F. Another ROI was drawn around 
the outside area containing the noise. SNR was calculated to be: 
SNR = 
|!!! !  !!|  !                 (22) 
where Sm represented the measured signal intensity in the magnitude ROI and σ was the 
standard deviation of the noise ROI. A signal that has a pixel intensity magnitude larger 
than two and a half times the noise was considered significant to contain the actual 19F 
signal.  
V.6.1 Observing TR and Matrix Size 
 Different TR values were compared against matrix sizes. First, hydrogen images 
of the 4 Cell Sense phantoms were taken for localization purposes (Fig. 29). The order 
for this scan was increasing fluorine concentration when going from top to bottom vial. 
For instance, the top vial was the blue phantom, which has the least amount of fluorine, 
and the bottom vial was the yellow phantom, which contains the largest fluorine 
concentration. Additionally, a region of interest was drawn around one vial in order to 
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know its approximate area. Two rulers were drawn to determine distance from 
consecutive vials and total distance spanning the four vials. The goal of this was to 
provide an idea of placement when scanning the fluorine images.  
 
 
 
Figure 29: Hydrogen localizer of the 4 Cell Sense phantoms. Two rulers were 
drawn to show the relative distance.  
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 In the fluorine scans, two TR values (10 ms and 100 ms) were compared against 
two different matrix sizes (128x128 and 256x256), while other parameters were kept 
constant (TE of 5 ms, 32 averages, 400 mm field of view, 5 mm slice thickness). Fig. 
30a represents the phantoms when imaged with a TR of 10 ms and matrix size of 
128x128. Only the yellow and red phantoms were visible in this scan. A ruler was drawn 
from the middle of the yellow vial to the middle of the red vial to measure distance for 
comparison to the localizer measurements. Two large circular ROIs were drawn around 
the approximate section containing the vial with two smaller circles drawn around the 
strong signal detection. It was these smaller circles that will be used in the SNR 
calculation, as well as the largest circular ROI that represents noise. This same pattern 
will follow for the remaining three images in this experiment. Fig. 30b has a TR of 100 
ms and matrix size of 128x128. There was a small white bright spot above the red 
phantom that most likely represents the green phantom. However, its signal intensity 
was not statistically significant, meaning the intensity was not at least two and a half 
times the noise mean intensity. Therefore, it was excluded from these SNR calculations.  
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Figure 30: FLASH sequence of 19F MRI used to compare TR and matrix size. a) TR 
of 10 ms and matrix size of 128x128. b) TR of 100 ms and matrix size of 128x128. c) 
TR of 10 ms and matrix size of 256x256. d) TR of 100 ms and matrix size of 
256x256.  
 
 
A TR of 10 ms and matrix size of 256x256 was evaluated in Fig. 30c, and an increased 
TR of 100 ms with the same 256x256 matrix size was compared (Fig. 30d). The same 
set-up was conducted in these scans as the previous, except in Fig. 30d, two additional 
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ROIs were drawn to show the approximate location of the blue and green vials. As 
before, these regions were statistically unimportant and were ignored.  
For additional experimental and comparison purposes, a TR of 100 ms and 
matrix size of 64x64 was imaged (Fig. 31). The results thus far proved that a higher TR 
was more likely to increase SNR, so only a TR of 100 ms was observed. The matrix size 
was lowered to 64x64 to observe quality and the possibility of artifacts. 
 
 
 
Figure 31:  FLASH sequence 19F MRI with TR of 100 ms and matrix size of 64x64. 
 
 
As before, circular regions were drawn, along with rulers to measure accuracy 
and compare it to the hydrogen localizer, to represent the different phantoms. Unlike the 
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previous results shown in Fig. 30, the green vial was visible and had a signal intensity 
mean greater than two and a half times the noise mean ROI. This means the signal was 
significantly significant and can be considered fluorine signal. Additionally, without 
adjusting contrast of the image, this image appears to contain the most visibly bright 
regions and thus appears to detect the fluorine on a more comparable standard. It also 
results in a higher signal with a smaller value of noise compared to the previous tests.  
The previous two figures were compared quantitatively in Fig. 32. SNR values, 
found by calculating signal mean pixel intensity ROI divided by standard deviation of 
the noise mean pixel intensity ROI, showed that a larger TR with the smaller matrix size 
obtained the largest amount of detected fluorine-19 inside the phantoms.  
 
 
 
Figure 32: Quantitative comparison of TR of 10 ms versus 100 ms and matrix size 
of 256x256 versus 128x128 versus 64x64 in the 19F MRI FLASH sequence. 
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The larger TR was ideal because it allowed the spins to have more time to relax 
before the next RF pulse. Unfortunately, this increase of TR meant a longer acquisition 
time, which may be illogical for certain preclinical or clinical studies. Additionally, the 
larger voxel size allowed higher signals to be received by each individual pixel.  
V.6.2 Observing TE 
 First, hydrogen scans were taken, as shown in Fig. 33a. The vials were roughly 8 
cm long, so rulers were drawn in the fluorine images to verify that the signal is coming 
from within the vial and not outside artifact. Constant parameters used were voxel size 
of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3, TR of 100 ms, 16 averages, matrix size of 64x64, and scan time of 
roughly 34 minutes. Fluorine-19 images with TE values of 5 ms and 20 ms were scanned 
displayed in Fig. 33b and Fig. 33c, respectively. It is clear that as the TE increases, the 
artifacts surrounding the phantom vials became more apparent, as explained previously. 
The shorter TE image was also more precise with less noisy and pixelated regions next 
to the phantoms.   
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Figure 33: FLASH sequence comparing TE values for 19F MRI. a) Hydrogen 
localizer showing the four different Celsense phantoms in increasing fluorine 
concentration going from top to bottom. b) TE value of 5 ms. c) TE of 20 ms. 
 
 
A shorter TE proves to be more ideal in a FLASH sequences (Fig. 34). This is 
because FLASH sequence is sensitive to field inhomogeneites due to it lacking 
rephasing pulses. This makes the image T2* contrast instead of T2 contrast. These 
distortions- called susceptibility artifacts- can cause signal voids, which result in a loss 
of image information. The severity of the signal voids is related to the TE used.  When a 
large TE is used, the signal voids are more pronounced. As expected, these results also 
show the relationship between fluorine concentration and signal intensity. Additionally, 
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field strength can play a role in this analysis, and the higher field strength produces a 
more obvious spin dephasing and, thus, signal voids.  
 
 
 
Figure 34: 19F MRI of FLASH sequence comparing TE values of 5 ms and 20 ms 
for the four different Celsense phantom vials.  
 
 
V.6.3 Observing Flip Angle 
For comparison, the flip angle of the FLASH sequence was observed. For this 
experiment, just the strongest fluorine concentration vial (yellow) was used. Fig. 35a has 
a flip angle of 15°, while the flip angle was increased to 75° in Fig. 35b. The SNR for 
the 15° flip angle was calculated to be 229.25, and the 75° flip angle has a SNR of 
117.75.  
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Figure 35: Comparing the flip angle in FLASH sequence. a) Flip angle of 15 
degrees. b) Flip angle of 75 degrees. 
 
 
The smaller flip angle results in the larger amount of longitudinal magnetization. 
Additionally, the smaller flip angle results in a spin density type image, which was 
already proven in Chapter IV to result in a higher SNR. For the remaining studies, the 
flip angle when using the FLASH sequence will be set to 15 degrees. 
V.6.4 Quantification 
Similar to the analysis in the spin echo section, each Cell Sense phantom was 
imaged using the ideal parameters found for the FLASH sequence that include TR of 
100 ms, TE of 5 ms, 15° flip angle, a matrix size of 64x64. Slice thickness of 5 mm was 
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b 
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used creating a large voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3, along with 32 averages. As 
explained before, the phantoms were imaged individually so location was consistent and 
signal loss would not occur if outside the isocenter of the coil. After images were 
acquired, they were analyzed by drawing ROIs around the signal for each slice acquired. 
These values were averaged and plotted to show the relationship between the number of 
spins and intensity of the signal (Fig. 36). 
 
 
 
Figure 36: FLASH sequence with voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3 displaying the 
number of 19F spins per mL versus the signal intensity for the four different 19F 
concentration vials. 
 
 
A linear fit graph was selected and plotted that resulted in a high coefficient of 
determination value (or R2 value) of 0.99913. With this value of R2, the linear fit is a 
y = 3E-17x + 2.0788 
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suitable statistical model for the data points. The linear fit equation for the given 
parameters was: 
Signal Intensity = (3x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 2.0788         (23) 
This equation was used to estimate the amount of 19F spins or the predicted signal 
intensity.  
 The same experiment was repeated, except this time with a smaller voxel size of 
3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3 with a matrix size of 128x128. For accuracy purposes, these 
parameters were repeated to match some of the earlier ex vivo cell experiments. The four 
phantoms were plotted with a linear fit (Fig. 37).  
 
 
 
Figure 37: FLASH sequence with voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3 displaying the 
number of 19F spins per mL versus the signal intensity for the four different 19F 
concentration vials. 
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As before, a linear plot was fitted to the points with an R2 value of 0.99952. The 
linear fit equation for the given parameters was: 
Signal Intensity = (6x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 6.9601       (24) 
This equation was used for the ex vivo cell measurements in the following chapter. Also, 
because the parameters to match a spin density weighted image were used, the resulting 
image and its signal intensity can predict the amount of 19F spins. This proven linear 
relationship between the concentration of fluorine and the signal intensity can prove 
useful in determining the needed amount of fluorine when doing in vivo studies.  
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CHAPTER VI  
EX VIVO IMAGING 
 
The fluorine-19 labeled cells were created by Dr. Colleen O’Connor at Division 
of Pediatrics at the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center.  Her work showed 
that the add-back of T cells after chemotherapy improves outcomes with a tumor-free 
survival (51). Client-owned canines were chosen because they closely model human 
malignancies by their similar genetic make-up, large size, tumor structures, and current 
treatments (52-57). A clinical problem with cellular immunotherapy in humans is the 
tracking of infused cells. It is currently not possible to accurately and non-invasively 
detect the location and persistence of the infused T cells. The goal of this work was to 
test cell sensitivity using 19F MRI, which can later result in cell tracking in canines and 
eventually in humans. 
To do this, canine T cells were expanded and then labeled with Cell Sense 19F. 
First, peripheral blood was drawn from companion canines diagnosed with a 
malignancy.  Using a Ficoll density gradient centrifugation, red blood cells were 
separated from the white blood cells.  The T cells were then expanded on weekly 
additions of gamma-irradiated K562 cell line, which were genetically modified to 
express several T-cell specific co-stimulatory molecules.  This cell line was also loaded 
with OKT3, a monoclonal antibody that binds to CD3 on the T cell, allowing expansion.  
The canine lymphoma cell line was in culture at 106 cells/mL in 20% FBS, 10 glutamax 
RPMI media with media changes occurring 2-3 times per week.	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After a clinically sufficient number was obtained, the T cells or a canine 
lymphoma cell line was centrifuged and washed.  The cells were re-suspended in ex vivo 
medium at a concentration between 3x106 to 7x106 cells/mL. Cell Sense 19F was gently 
agitated and brought to room temperature.  The cells were incubated in 5 mg/ml of 19F 
for 18 hours at 38°C. Cells numbers and viability were determined before and after 
incubation using a Nexelcom Cellometer and trypan blue. Cells were then washed and 
resuspended in canine freeze media (10% DMSO, 40% canine plasma, 50% HBSS, filter 
sterilized 3 times) at various concentrations in 5 ml cryovials from Nalgene. The cells 
were frozen in -80°C freezer and shipped overnight to TIPS on dry ice for imaging. 
VI.1 Cell Set #1 
The first cell set used in this work was created on April 2, 2014 from a canine 
lymphoma cell line with a Cell Sense concentration of 5 mg/mL that contained 7x106 
cells/mL before incubation and 1x108 cells/vial in a 5 mL vial after incubation. This vial 
was imaged using the spin echo and FLASH sequences.  
The spin echo’s parameters were TR of 1500 ms, TE of 15 ms, FOV of 500 mm, 
5 mm slice thickness, matrix size of 128x128, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, 5 
averages, and TA of roughly 17 minutes.  The vials with these parameters were scanned 
before the tests for the phantoms were done, therefore, they do not fit the ideal 
parameters requirements. However, they were used in this experiment because they 
resulted in a measurable signal that is at least 2.5 times stronger than the signal for the 
noise. Additionally, when multiple vials are compared with the same parameters, 
conclusions can still be made. The resulting 19F MR image is shown in Fig 38. 
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Figure 38: Spin echo 19F MRI of cells containing 1E8 cells per vial. Parameters 
were TR of 1500 ms, TE of 15 ms, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. 
 
 
Only one image, or slice, resulted in an identifiable signal because its intensity 
was considered significant compared to the intensity of the noise. Two ROIs were 
drawn, one around the signal of interest and the other around the noise or background 
signal. The signal intensity was calculated to be 11.4.  In order to calculate the labeling 
efficiency, the equation calculated from the Cell Sense phantoms in Chapter VI was 
used. The term “labeling efficiency” was defined in this work as the amount of 19F spins 
per cell. It should be noted that the number of 19F spins can be directly related to the 
number of 19F atoms, which is represented typically as spins/mm3 (58).  The signal 
intensity for the cells labeled with 19F was calculated in Eq. 25 in order to find the 
estimated number of 19F spins/mL.  
Signal Intensity = 11.4 = (8x10-18)*(19F spins/mL) + 9.2854    (25) 
After solving this equation, the estimated 19F concentration of this scan with a mean 
signal intensity of 11.4 was 2.64x1017 spins/mL.  This 5 mL vial contained 2x107 
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cells/mL. The measured labeling efficiency of 19F was calculated to be 1.32x1010 
spins/cell.  
 This cell line was scanned using the FLASH sequence and resulted in 9 slices 
containing a signal with a significant intensity. These intensities were averaged for a 
value of 24.36.  The parameters used were identical to the parameters used in the Cell 
Sense phantom experiment. These consisted of TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, flip angle of 
15°, FOV of 500 mm, 5 mm slice thickness, matrix size of 128x128, a voxel size of 
3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. Fig. 39 displayed one resulting image from the 
FLASH sequence. This was the same slice as the one used in the spin echo. 
 
 
 
Figure 39: FLASH 19F MRI of cells containing 1E8 cells per vial. Parameters were 
TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. 
 
 
The signal intensity was plugged into the Cell Sense phantom equation to solve 
for the measured labeling efficiency.  
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Signal Intensity = 24.63 = (6x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 6.9601           (26) 
The resulting value was 2.94x1017 fluorine spins per mL. As before, this value was 
divided by the number of cells, which was 2x107 cells/mL, to equal the detectable 
labeling efficiency of 1.47x1010 spins/cell. Using the FLASH sequence with the spin 
density defined parameters, a close but larger number of fluorine atoms per cell was 
detected as opposed to that of the spin echo sequence. Additional explanations and 
comparisons were given in the following cell set.  
VI.2 Cell Set #2 
The second cell set used in this work was created on April 2, 2014 from a canine 
lymphoma cell line with a Cell Sense concentration of 5 mg/mL that contained 7x106 
cells/mL before incubation and 2x108 cells/vial in a 5 mL vial after incubation. The only 
difference between this cell set and the last was the increased cell count after incubation. 
This vial was imaged using the spin echo and FLASH sequences, and the quantification 
process of the previous cell set was repeated for this new cell set.  
The spin echo’s parameters were the same as the last set: TR of 1500 ms, TE of 
15 ms, FOV of 500 mm, 5 mm slice thickness, matrix size of 128x128, voxel size of 
3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, 5 averages, and TA of roughly 17 minutes.  This scan resulted in one 
image where the signal was at least two and a half times greater than the noise (Fig. 40). 
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Figure 40: Spin echo 19F MRI of cells containing 2E8 cells per vial. Parameters 
were TR of 1500 ms, TE of 15 ms, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. 
 
 
The mean signal intensity was 10.8 and using the Eq. 27, the calculated number 
of fluorine spins was 1.89x1017 spins/mL.  
Signal Intensity = 10.8 = (8x10-18)*(19F spins/mL) + 9.2854    (27) 
This value was divided by 4x107 cells/mL to get the measured labeling efficiency of 
4.73x109 spins/cell.  
 The same vial was imaged using the FLASH sequence. The parameters were the 
same as the last cell set: TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, flip angle of 15°, FOV of 500 mm, 5 
mm slice thickness, matrix size of 128x128, a voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 
averages. This sequence resulted in 10 slices where the signal mean intensity was 
significant compared to the noise. A slice example was shown in Fig. 41. These values 
were averaged to equal a signal intensity of 22.38. The signal intensity was plugged into 
Eq. 28 and resulted in 2.57x1017 fluorine spins/mL.  
Signal Intensity = 22.38 = (6x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 6.9601           (28) 
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The labeling efficiency was calculated by dividing 2.57x1017 fluorine spins/mL 
by 4x107 cells/mL to get 6.43x109 spins/cell.  
 
 
 
Figure 41: FLASH 19F MRI of cells containing 2E8 cells per vial. Parameters were 
TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. 
 
 
 This cell set using the FLASH sequence, as compared with the spin echo 
sequence, resulted in a largely higher number of fluorine spins. The results from the first 
and second cell set were compared in Table 3. In both cell sets, the FLASH sequence 
resulted in a larger number of measured 19F spins/cell. Additionally, in the FLASH 
sequence, there were more slices with significant signal present. This may be ideal when 
doing in vivo studies because the detection amount has proven to be higher for the 
FLASH sequence.   
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Table 3: Results from Cell Set #1 and Cell Set #2 comparing the spin echo and 
FLASH sequences. 
 Pulse 
Sequence 
Slices with 
Signal 
Present  
Mean 
Signal 
Intensity 
Measured 
spins/mL 
Measured 
spins/cell 
Cell Set #1 
1x108 
cells/vial 
SE 1 11.4 2.64x1017 1.32x1010 
FLASH 9 24.63 2.94x1017 1.47x1010 
Cell Set #2 
2x108 
cells/vial 
SE 1 10.8 1.89x1017 4.73x109 
FLASH 10 22.38 2.57x1017 6.43x109 
 
 
It was also found that when increasing the cell count from 1x108 cells/vial to 
2x108 cells/vial, the labeling efficiency was slightly lower. This could be possible 
because while keeping the fluorine concentration constant and increasing the cell count, 
each individual cell has a smaller amount of fluorine concentration inside. However, 
there is a limit to decreasing the number of cells and should be evaluated further. If too 
few fluorine labeled cells were injected in an animal, it is likely that 19F MRI will fail. 
Unfortunately, the results comparing the relative mean intensity and number of cells/vial 
were not consistent with other works (59). This could be due to a number of reasons. 
The first being the manual methods used of drawing ROIs could be subjective. An 
automated method could prove to be more ideal and precise. Another explanation could 
be from the cell creation and incubation time period. A slight change in the way the cells 
were prepared slightly alter results. Additionally, the time period lapsed between 
scanning the vials could result in cell division, which could mean the assumption 
between the number of cells and the fluorine detected is now incorrect.  
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VI.3 Cell Set #3 
The third cell set was created on May 8, 2014 from a canine lymphoma cell line 
with a Cell Sense concentration of 5 mg/mL that contained 7x106 cells/mL before 
incubation and 1.0676x108 cells/vial in a 5 mL vial after incubation. This vial was 
imaged using the spin echo and FLASH sequences with the ideal parameters and the 
parameters from the previous two cell sets.  
First, the old parameters were evaluated for the spin echo which include TR of 
1500 ms, TE of 15 ms, FOV of 500 mm, 5 mm slice thickness, matrix size of 128x128, 
voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages.  
 
 
 
Figure 42: Spin echo 19F MRI of cells containing 1.0676E8 cells per vial. Old 
parameters were used with TR of 1500 ms, TE of 15 ms, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 
mm3, and 5 averages. 
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This resulted in 5 slices with a mean intensity signal value of 15.04. One slice 
was shown in Fig. 42 for demonstration purposes. As before, ROIs were drawn around 
the signal area for each slice and averaged together to obtain the mean intensity signal 
value. 
Using the same method as used for the previous cell sets, the mean intensity 
value for these sequence parameters resulted in 7.19x1017 spins/mL. This was divided by 
2.14x107 cells/mL to get the labeling efficiency of 3.69x1010 fluorine spins/cell. 
The FLASH sequence was used with the old parameters for comparison. The 
parameters were the same as the last cell sets: TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, flip angle of 
15°, FOV of 500 mm, 5 mm slice thickness, matrix size of 128x128, a voxel size of 
3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. This sequence resulted in 10 slices with a mean signal 
intensity of 47.61.  Fig. 43 represents a slice for the FLASH sequence in the same plane 
as the one in Fig. 42.  As shown, the FLASH image compared to the spin echo image 
resulted more pixels with 19F signal. Two ROIs were drawn around the present signals 
for comparison purposes. While the spin echo slice shown in Fig. 42 detected 
approximately 5 pixels, the FLASH sequence detected at least 39 pixels.  
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Figure 43: FLASH 19F MRI of cells containing 1.0676E8 cells per vial. Parameters 
were TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, voxel size of 3.9x3.9x5.0 mm3, and 5 averages. 
 
 
Using the same equation derived from the phantom study and used in the 
previous cell sets, a signal intensity of 47.61 resulted in 6.77x1017 spins/mL. Dividing 
this value by the total number of cells per mL resulted in a labeling efficiency of 
3.17x1010 spins/cell.  
The ideal parameters were used for this cell set for the spin echo sequence and 
consisted of spin density weighted image parameters (TR of 2000 ms and TE of 15 ms) 
with 32 averages, a matrix size of 64x64, and a large voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3. 
Using these parameters for the 1.0676x108 cells/vial in a 5 mL vial resulted in 8 slices 
with significant signal with a mean signal intensity of 5.6.  The equation showing the 
relationship between signal intensity and number of fluorine-19 spins per mL from the 
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Cell Sense phantoms in Chapter IV as shown in Eq. 29 was used for the labeling 
efficiency calculations.  
Signal Intensity = (1x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 0.1052   (29) 
A mean signal intensity of 5.6 resulted in 5.48x1017 spins/mL. This value was divided by 
the total number of cells per mL to obtain the measured labeling efficiency of 2.57x1010 
fluorine-19 spins/cell. Fig. 44 represents a slice for the ideal parameters for the spin echo 
in the same plane as the previous two images.  
 
 
 
Figure 44: Spin echo 19F MRI of cells containing 1.0676E8 cells per vial. Ideal 
parameters were used with TR of 2000 ms, TE of 15 ms, voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 
mm3, and 32 averages. 
 
 
The process was repeated for a final time using the ideal parameters for the 
FLASH sequence. These parameters include: TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, 15° flip angle, 
a matrix size of 64x64, large voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 mm3, and 32 averages. This 
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resulted in every slice (21 total) with 19F signal present. Fig. 45 shows one slice in the 
same plane as the previous scans.  
 
 
 
Figure 45: FLASH 19F MRI of cells containing 1.0676E8 cells per vial. Ideal 
parameters were used with TR of 100 ms, TE of 5 ms, voxel size of 7.8x7.8x5.0 
mm3, and 32 averages. 
 
 
The mean intensity signal for the 21 images was calculated to be 15.27. Using 
the equation derived from Chapter V for the Cell Sense phantoms, as shown in Eq. 30, 
the number of 19F spins resulted in 4.40x1017 spins/mL. 
Signal Intensity = (3x10-17)*(19F spins/mL) + 2.0788         (30) 
The measured labeling efficiency was calculated to be 2.06x1010 spins/cell. 
 Table 4 was created to compare the results from this cell set. The results showed 
that the old parameters resulted in a higher mean signal intensity, thus resulting in a 
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slightly higher measured labeling efficiency, as compared with the ideal parameters 
results. However, the ideal parameters resulted in roughly double the amount of slices 
with signal present. It was not only quantifiable but also more visibly detectable, as 
proven in the previous four figures. For example, Fig. 44, as compared with Fig. 42, 
displayed more pixels with present fluorine signal. The same occurs with the FLASH 
sequences for the old parameters image compared with the ideal parameters image. With 
this type of functional MR imaging with such small signal present, an increase in spatial 
resolution is not the goal. Instead, this cell set proves it will be of great importance to 
multinuclear studies to have a larger voxel size when the goal is to fuse the proton 
images with the multinuclear images. Fusing too few of pixels containing 19F signal 
might not accurately show where the fluorine is present. Additionally, it is possible 
detection may not happen at all with the smaller voxel size.  
 
 
Table 4: Results from Cell Set #3 with 1.0676E8 cells/vial 
 Pulse 
Sequence 
Slices with 
Signal 
Present  
Mean 
Signal 
Intensity 
Measured 
spins/mL 
Measured 
spins/cell 
Old 
Parameters 
SE 5 15.04 7.19x1017 3.69x1010 
FLASH 10 47.61 6.77x1017 3.17x1010 
Ideal 
Parameters 
SE 8 5.6 5.48x1017 2.57x1010 
FLASH 21 15.27 4.40x1017 2.06x1010 
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The results for the ideal parameters also resulted in the spin echo detecting a 
slightly higher amount of fluorine per cell. These results seem to be the opposite case of 
what happened in the previous two cell sets. One possible explanation for this could be 
the ROI manual drawing method. For example, because there were so few pixels with 
signal present, the absence of one pixel in the ROI may drastically alter the mean signal 
intensity. This human error would be minimized if there were a more automatic method 
for these calculations. Another factor that could affect these calculations is cell division. 
It would be ideal if the amount of 19F per cell was constant but it has been shown that it 
will decrease by half with each cell division (43). The amount of time after cell transfer 
might have varied slightly, therefore, that will affect the MRI cell quantification. The 
actual division rate of these T cells was unknown and may contribute to a somewhat 
imprecise cell quantification. 
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CHAPTER VII  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
The objective of this work was to enable and test multinuclear MRI, specifically 
for fluorine-19, on a Siemens Verio. To do so, a spin echo sequence and a type of 
spoiled gradient echo sequence, which Siemens named FLASH, were evaluated and 
implemented to resonate at the fluorine frequency, instead of the typical hydrogen 
resonant frequency. The sequences were tested virtually for RF pulse, gradient, and 
ADC timings, programming errors, and parameter limits. The C++ files and libraries 
were then compiled and transferred to the Siemens Verio. The sequences were tested on 
fluorine-19 phantoms in order to find the ideal parameters for 19F MRI. Additionally, the 
sequences were tested ex vivo. Canine lymphoma cells were labeled with fluorine-19 and 
imaged to conclude its detection capabilities.   
The FLASH sequence resulted in a larger number of slices with signal present. 
This may be a beneficial quality in future animal studies. Additionally, the labeling 
efficiency resulted in maximum of 3.69x1010 spins/cell. Celsense proved the detection 
limit for T cells for 5.0 mg/mL of 19F to be approximately 4x1011 spins/cell (60). 
However, this was at 7T, so detection will be slightly lower for 3T.  Therefore, the 
maximum labeling efficiency calculated in the cell set experiments proved to be a good 
estimation for 19F labeled T cells at MRI strength of 3T.  
Future work will be implementing one, or both, of these sequences for in vivo 
studies. Hydrogen MR images will be taken to obtain an anatomical view of the animal. 
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Using the same slice thickness and FOV dimensions, 19F MR images will be taken to 
track the fluorine labeled cells within the body. These images can be fused together to 
result in the specific location of the fluorine (61). Using the results from the cell sets 
evaluated in this work, cell quantification can analyzed to determine the number of 
labeled cells present in each voxel and the total number of cells needed for signal 
detection.  Additionally, Celsense has developed software, called Voxel Tracker, capable 
of tracking and quantifying 19F labeled cells. Unfortunately, these two methods involve 
manually drawing ROIs and are susceptible to human error. An automated method 
would potentially be more precise and consistent for cell quantification.  
Another future addition to this study would be to broaden the scope of the 
multinuclear pulse sequences available at TIPS. Some previous studies have shown 
success with fast/turbo spin echo sequences (FSE/TSE) and rapid acquisition with 
relaxation enhancement (RARE) sequences for 19F MRI in improving sensitivity 
threshold and SNR (62-65).  Chemical shift imaging (CSI) and spectroscopy have been 
examined by many in which the molecule of choice contains different atoms that exhibit 
multiple resonating frequencies (66-70).  Although this was not found to be a major 
problem in this work due to the PFC used, others have noted the usefulness of such 
sequences (71).  
Overall, the major contributions of this work reside in testing a method for 
imaging and tracking fluorine-19 labeled cells using the Siemens 3T Verio MR scanner 
located at TIPS. Using this method, researchers involved in cellular therapy will be able 
to accurately and non-invasively track infused cells.  The positive 19F signal will prove 
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to be advantageous for tracking areas such as lungs, liver, and bone where other methods 
like metal ion based contrast agents are limited by the low signal areas with strong 
background contrast. Also, it was proven that the 19F labeled cells could be quantified, in 
addition to tracking. This quantitative analysis will aid researchers in determining and 
analyzing the efficiency of cellular therapy.    
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